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Content
management,
simpliﬁed.

“Ricoh manages our information, and with the storage and retrieval time saved,
we get to focus on our business – better serving the residents of Digby and councilors.”
–Tom Ossinger, Chief Administrative Ofﬁcer, Town of Digby

Providing value for government organizations
with document-driven processes.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) from Ricoh helps you focus your time and energy where
it really matters: serving your customers.
Streamline information access, manage documents from any device, and auto-classify ﬁles
to comply with records policies. RCloud ECM also lets you integrate with other municipal
information systems, automate approval processes, and manage the Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Harness the power of RCloud Enterprise
Content Management today.
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❭❭Keeping in Touch
reFleCTIons From a neW PresIDenT
With the association’s previous strategic

implements, and importantly, only imple-

Plan implemented successfully through 2014,

menting programs for which the necessary

the Board has been working diligently on new

funding has been fully identified.

a five-year plan. The mission of mIsa ontario

Be Open and Transparent: This

continues to reinforce the importance of infor-

strategic Plan has been developed through

mation sharing and collaboration in promot-

an open and transparent process. mIsa

ing excellence in municipal ICT and member

ontario is committed to operating openly

feedback consistently identifies value in three

and transparently through its elections and

specific areas. This strategy targets these three

decision-making, and will work to increase

areas with supporting initiatives and programs

transparency with regard to finances.

geared at delivering enhanced products and
services to current and potential members.

By Christine Swenor,
President, MISA Ontario

o

ontario will consistently work to balance the
different needs and interests of its members

Networks and Communities
mIsa ontario connects members and

n The heels of our recent

builds communities of the brightest and most

annual

progressive minds in municipal technology

conference,

Balance Member Interests: mIsa

“The

Internet of Things,” I am

who willingly share ideas and experiences.

excited to embrace my new role

as President of mIsa ontario. I find myself
reflecting on our conference theme and know

(e.g., large and small, municipal and partner,
urban and rural), thereby ensuring relevance
and value to all members.
Promote National and Inter-Chapter
Collaboration: many of the programs implemented through mIsa ontario (e.g., Technology

Events and Professional
Development

Directory, Webinar program) could be shared
with all mIsa Chapters potentially extending

that as an organization, we are well positioned

mIsa ontario hosts premier events that

to embrace the challenges and opportunities

educate and develop municipal IT profes-

mIsa ontario believes strongly in mIsa

associated with the future of IT.

sionals and showcase innovation and best

Canada and promoting cross-Chapter collab-

practices.

oration. mIsa ontario will therefore actively

mIsa ontario is an extraordinary organization with a long history of success. over the
past several years, I’ve watched mIsa ontario

value to municipalities across Canada.

pursue and promote collaboration where it

Shared Knowledge

makes sense for its members and encourages

continue to mature and grow. We have worked

mIsa ontario identifies and shares muni-

together to develop new initiatives and collab-

cipal best practices and provides tools and

as I begin this journey as President, I do so

orate on projects large and small that benefit

resources that save municipal IT leaders and

with a positive outlook and with great enthusi-

municipalities and citizens across the province.

staff time.

asm and anticipation of what’s ahead. The new

other Chapters to do the same.

Internally, we have formalized our governance

moving forward, the association’s com-

strategic Plan will serve as a reliable compass

structure and adopted an open, transparent

munications to existing members, and mar-

for mIsa ontario and will keep us focused

culture that welcomes participation from

keting to prospective members will focus on

on a collaborative way forward and on a spirit

members and vendor partners alike. We are a

these areas.

of volunteerism that defines us. I believe the

strong association comprised of over 100 volun-

The strategy also defines a set of principles

association is well positioned for the future; to

teers who actively participate on Committees,

that support our goals, and guide how the

define and embrace change, to deliver on new

special Interest Groups (sIGs) and the Board

association will operate:

opportunities while continuing to recognize the

of Directors, as well as plan regional events and

Be sustainable: the association must

workshops that benefit the membership at large.

be able to deliver on its promises and grow

I look forward to working with all of you and

We are extremely grateful to our volunteers and

in a sustainable way, ensuring that fund-

hope to see you at a regional or social event

their valuable contribution.

ing is available to support the programs it

over the coming months!
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history, tradition and spirit of the organization.

●

On-premise
or in the cloud,
we offer
ERP your way.
Unit4 provides a fully-integrated Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) solution specifically
designed for dynamic local governments.
Enable a connected, productive workplace
engaged in the highest level of service,
adhering to Canadian data security standards.
Look for us at:
GFOA Alberta, May 24-26
GFOA BC, May 27 - 29
MISA Ontario, May 31 - June 3

unit4software.com/public-sector
Email: info@unit4software.com
Tel: 1-877-704-5974

In business for people.

❭❭Column
mIsa/asIm neWs
aCross CanaDa
MISA BC Elects New Executive
at its annual General meeting on april 23, 2015, the members of mIsa BC elected its executive for the next two-year
term. Barbara Davey, enterprise applications, Information
Technology at metro Vancouver, was elected President and
Chris mcluckie, manager, IT Business systems and GIs
services at the District of north Vancouver was elected VicePresident. Chris mazzotta, Information services manager at the
regional District north okanagan, will serve as Treasurer while
Cheryl Trent, GIs administrator at sunshine Coast regional
District, moves to the role of secretary. Congratulations to the
new executive.

CRTC Chief Compliance
and Enforcement Officer
issues $1.1 million penalty
to Compu-Finder for
spamming Canadians
on march 5, 2015, the Canadian radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission’s (CrTC’s) Chief Compliance
and enforcement officer issued a notice of Violation to CompuFinder, which includes a penalty of $1.1 million, for breaking
Canada’s anti-spam law. Compu-Finder has 30 days to submit written representations to the CrTC or pay the penalty. It also has the
option of requesting an undertaking with the CrTC on this matter.
Further to an investigation, the Chief Compliance and

INVESTING IN TODAY FOR TOMORROW

SCADA Security
IT Strategic/Tactical
Planning & Implementation
Infrastructure
Assessment & Deployment
Enterprise Data
Management
excellence. period.

www.eramosa.com
Guelph · Calgary · Detroit · Toronto · London
519 · 763 · 7774

enforcement officer finds that Compu-Finder sent commercial
electronic messages without the recipient’s consent as well as
emails in which the unsubscribe mechanisms did not function
properly. The emails sent by Compu-Finder promoted various
training courses to businesses, often related to topics such as
management, social media and professional development. The
four alleged violations occurred between July 2, 2014 and
september 16, 2014. Furthermore, an analysis of the complaints made to the spam reporting Centre of this industry
sector shows that Compu-Finder accounts for 26 per cent of
all complaints submitted.

Read Municipal Interface online!
Visit our website at

www.misa-asim.ca

| Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.
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SIMPLIFYPROCESSES
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Quickly identify, locate, manage, and update all of your locational data to support municipal processes.
Intergraph®’s GeoMedia® Smart Client enables you to build conﬁgurable enterprise applications to
streamline your organization’s workﬂows. You can deploy easy-to-use, map-based, task-oriented web
applications for use in the ﬁeld or at your desk. By incorporating and leveraging your geospatial and
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Connecting Communities.
Anywhere. Anytime. On Any Device.
A mobile app that keeps your citizens in the know by giving
them realtime access to the most current, relevant,
location-based information directly to their mobile device.
Citizen Requests

Road Closures

Emergency Broadcasts

Garbage & Recycling Schedules

Events

Push Notiﬁcations & Alerts

See for yourself pingstreet.ca | Start connecting today products@esolutionsgroup.ca | 519.884.3352

726337_eSolutions.indd 1
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❭❭Feature

THE REALIZED

BENEFITS

OF VIRTUALIZED
SERVERS

Moving to virtualized servers can help keep budgets flat,
while increasing your IT department’s ability to serve more clients
By James Careless, special to Municipal Interface

F

OR YEARS, THE City of Toronto’s
Information & Technology (I&T)
Division has been coping with
ever-growing IT demands – both in

applications deployed and people served – while
working within tight budgets.
Fortunately, I&T’s managers have decided
to migrate much of their data onto “virtualized
servers”; also known as “virtual machines”
(VMs). The migration has allowed I&T to
substantially reduce the number of physical
servers in use across the City’s many departments, while freeing up floor space and
reducing energy costs at its three GTA-area
data centres.
“Before we started moving to virtualized
servers, our data centres were running out
of floor space and power,” says John Gould,
the City of Toronto’s Manager of Servers

and Storage. “Since a single VMware
ESXi Physical Server is able to provision
functionality and capacity of dozens of virtual servers – the consolidation ration is
10
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roughly 17:1 – the savings in equipment,
power, cooling, and support are significant.” additional benefits of virtual servers
include “zero impact” hardware and software maintenance; instant and seamless
migrations to parallel replacement servers;
and enhanced security, because access to
Vms can be restricted or fenced so that no
traffic to or from is possible outside of the
trusted network.

❭

In reality, a virtual server farm is a building block for a private
cloud, a collection of interconnected servers that pool their total
processing and storage capacities, and then divide these capacities
among users demands as if they were separate physical machines.

Being allocated space on a virtualized

individual consultants to help your department

server provides users with a superior level of

make the move, including training your staff

Deploying a virtual server also gives

data access. “If a physical server goes down,

to provision and support this infrastructure.”

I&T a way to control “server sprawl.” This

chances are that its users are affected,” says

according to John Gould, it is possible to

occurs whenever a department decides to

Gould. “But thanks to the redundant nature

migrate users from 100 physical servers onto

add a server to its own office, increasing

of a virtualized server, the workload and its

a virtual server farm within three months, once

the demand on I&T’s limited resources and

users can be switched over to an alterna-

initial assessment and physical infrastructure

adding to the list of physical locations that

tive server in the farm automatically within

is procured. “That’s doable if you have dedi-

have to be serviced by its personnel.

minutes – in the unlikely event of a full host

cated staff working on the project,” he says.

This said, the term “single virtual server”

failure.” In the same vein, a virtualized

“If you don’t, then you can stretch it over six

is misleading, because it actually describes

server can be migrated without any impact

or even nine months – and you don’t have to

a specific capacity within a virtualized server

to services/users during scheduled hardware/

do it all at once.”

farm, rather than an actual machine. In real-

software maintenance.

on the client side, the move to virtualized

at present, the City of Toronto is continu-

non-production servers can be a less-stress-

for a private cloud, a collection of intercon-

ing the process of migrating from physical to

ful way to get people accustomed to working

nected servers that pool their total processing

virtualized servers; a transition that John Gould

within the cloud. “many people are scared of

and storage capacities, and then divide these

expects to continue for some time to come.

the security implications of using the cloud,

ity, a virtual server farm is a building block

capacities among users demands as if they
were separate physical machines.

“We are continuously identifying physical

based on what they have seen in the media,”

servers that are good candidates for migration

says Gould. “This fear is unjustified for a ‘pri-

To create and manage its virtualized plat-

to the virtual platform,” he says. “Typically,

vate cloud’: a private cloud can be extremely

forms, I&T is using Vmware software for its

these are servers that are under-utilized, get-

secure. That said, you have to deal with people’s

x86 architecture. In addition, the City of

ting near their end-of-life, and/or located in

fears, and one way to get them comfortable

Toronto is utilizing oracle Vm for sParC,

offices that are far from our service centres.

with the cloud is to get them working on a

and IBm PowerVm for aIX unix servers.

moving their applications and data onto vir-

virtualized server and experiencing its speed
and reliability.”

all told, I&T is running over 750 virtual

tual servers optimizes the use of our physical

machines in its x86 space on approximately 47

infrastructure, allows us to reduce the number

one caveat: It is wise not to promote the

physical VmWare esX nodes. “In our oracle

of physical servers in our fleet, and reduces

idea of virtualized servers to upper manage-

hardware environments, we have 381 virtual

our travel time for service calls. roughly

ment based on the idea of cost savings alone,

machines on 57 physical servers,” says Gould,

75 per cent of our microsoft servers are vir-

because this can motivate them to push too

“and 29 virtual machines on three physical

tual. all new and replacement servers are now

fast for a conversion with all its attendant

servers in our IBm aIX environment.”

evaluated for virtualization and must adhere to

dangers. “Instead, stress that moving to vir-

virtual-first policy.”

tualized servers can help keep budgets flat,

When it comes to serving city staff, “every
user who had a physical server now gets a slice

moving to a virtualized server platform can

while increasing your IT department’s abil-

of the virtualized server platform that serves

be challenging for both IT personnel and their

ity to serve more clients,” Gould says. “This

their computing requirements,” says David

clients. For the IT people themselves, it is a

makes the move a win-win for everyone, with-

Taunt, the City of Toronto’s Team lead of Intel

question of acquiring new skills. “Fortunately,

out compromising your department’s ability to

Virtualization. “In doing so, they get to run on

companies such as Vmware provide pre-

serve its client base.”

a system that is 100 per cent fully redundant.

packaged evaluation engagements to do initial

all told, moving to virtualized servers

That’s a level of security and availability that

assessment and design of your existing physical

has been an excellent strategy for the City of

they usually didn’t have on their own physical

environment to determine the suitability for

Toronto. “We can literally do more with less,”

non-clustered servers.”

virtualization,” says Taunt. “you can also hire

says Gould. “In fact, we are.”
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❭❭Feature
DoInG more WITh less –

BusIness ProCess
CenTre oF eXCellenCe
By Trevor Bennet, City of Windsor

I

n ToDay’s WorlD “doing more with

accountable for restitution. Thus, governing

The City of Windsor has gone through mas-

less” is a known mantra for business

bodies expect administrations to deliver this

sive transformation since the millennium. The

strategy, but is usually interpreted

expectation and maximize the return on the

City’s economic downturn has been a cata-

by staff as “do the same amount of

tax dollars they govern. In turn, we as civil

lyst for such corporate change initiatives as

work but just faster!” let’s face it: our world

servants expect more from each other in order

multiple zero per cent tax increase budgets,

has changed and we need to embrace this

to serve the demands on us. raising our game

a service delivery review, and major capital

change by dramatically changing how we

to implement best practices and technology to

investments. Through the strong political and

do business.

accomplish this sounds great in theory, but the

administrative leadership, the environment

Citizens expect more of their govern-

challenges of continuous change with regards

has forced a cultural change of pushing the

to demographics, technology, economics and

envelope out of our comfort zone and looking

resource demands creates a mountain with

at different ways to provide quality services

and if they’re not, they want to know who is

no summit in sight. or does it?

to the citizens of Windsor. During this time
Photo by Andrew dolch

ments. They want full access to quality
services, delivered as quickly as possible...

12
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❭

By visualizing and analyzing a process from “end to end” and including stakeholders
who work within the process and those who are directly impacted by the process,
problems or opportunities can be fully understood.

of change, it was recognised that throwing

the output and effort of those processes true

amounts of data for its analysis. using sam-

technology at the problem did not resolve

evaluation can begin and creative solutions

pling, estimation, and simulation tools will

inefficient business processes.

can form.

minimize effort to understand where a problem/

In order to modernize and improve our

The City of Windsor’s BP-Coe is supported

opportunity for change exists. Further data and

processes, the City created the Business

by strong leadership and a positive course of

analysis can be conducted in those areas which

Process Centre of excellence (BP-Coe) in

cultural change and continues to help facilitate

require it. Finding the balance of appropriate

January 2014. Its mandate is to work with our

value added change to the City of Windsor.

amount of analysis to make an informed deci-

customers to find the most efficient business

Through short-lived pitfalls and successes, we

sion is critical.

processes; to provide a centralized reposi-

have learned a few lessons as follows:

Collaborative efforts – Provide cross-

tory of process information; support process

Strong leadership support – like most

functional teams a fair and collaborative

knowledge transfer among staff; and consult,

corporate initiatives, strong leadership and

environment that empowers them to work

facilitate and support continuous improve-

support from upper management will help

together towards a common objective. By

ment. Positioned within the IT department, it

drive change. Without it, you may have to

looking at process holistically and visually

can head technology requests off at the pass

begin with smaller projects to grow your

through as is/to be process mapping (and

and strategically analyze corporate problems/

change champion base.

not a silo lens) stakeholders begin to under-

opportunities and establish effective people

Stakeholder readiness for change –

stand the whole process and how they can

and process changes before implementing

all the data and analysis in the world may

impact it upstream/downstream through their

supportive technology. By using various

help identify and solve a problem/opportunity,

process contribution.

disciplines from multiple bodies of know-

but if the people that need to change or the

Keep in mind that this change is hard and,

ledge such as lean six sigma, 5s, Business

leadership that governs the change is not

unlike a server patch or version update, it

Process management, Project management,

ready for such changes then you’ll experi-

doesn’t happen overnight. The corporate steam-

enterprise risk management and Change

ence a steep uphill climb on a treadmill.

ship of change takes time to change course but

management, the review of services and its

make sure the environment is “ready” before

will ultimately reach its destination. Through a

processes will ensure they are effective, effi-

implementing change.

clear vision by strong leadership, change cham-

cient, mitigate significant risk, and provide
quality service.

Quickly assess requests – once depart-

pions aligned throughout the organization and a

ments understand the value, requests for

dedicated team open to change the organization

The BP-Coe is managed by Trevor Bennet

improvement can quickly add up. having a

will slowly see signs of value added change

who believes that corporate problems or

standardized intake process will help focus

that collectively make a big difference. staff

opportunities should be tackled with a hol-

improvement efforts on high valued initiatives.

will begin to embrace the concept of “doing

istic approach based on the voice of customer

Head off technology-first thinking –

more with less” and see it as an “opportunity

research. an accurate understanding of a

Convincing eager customers to pause and

to improve their world” by making their jobs a

customer’s needs and what they identify as

review processes can be a challenge, especially

little easier to manage and eliminating wasteful

value becomes the beacon we strive for when

when they have a technological vision in mind.

irrelevant work.

initiating the process of improvement. By

Don’t quash this vision, but convince stake-

visualizing and analyzing a process from

holders to help you support and empower staff

Trevor Bennet is the City of Windsor

“end to end” and including stakeholders who

towards continuous improvement and consider

Information Technology’s Manager of Business

work within the process and those who are

changing the way they need to do business...

Process Center of Excellence with 20 years

directly impacted by the process, problems

not necessarily the way it’s always been done.

of technical & non-technical change man-

or opportunities can be fully understood.

Avoid Analysis Paralysis – avoid those

agement experience both in the private &

and with the inclusion of data related to

improvement methodologies that require vast

●

public sectors.
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❭❭Feature

mIsa BC

sPrInG WorKshoP
By Ken Ogden, City of Langley

on Thursday, Theresa Kingston, Port alberni’s Design
Thinking guru, kept delegates engaged with fast-paced activities
that included the design and construction of a prototype to solve
a fictitious help desk problem. We learned that it is important
to approach a problem without a preconceived solution in mind
and to fully engage stakeholders throughout the design and prototyping process.
Thursday evening started with a train ride to the maclean mill,
which is a national historic site. We marvelled at the ingenuity
of the workers of times past, the “low-tech” size of everything and
the massive trees they had processed. We boarded the train once
again to continue on to the Chase and Warren estate Winery where

a

we were treated to wines reflecting the bounty of the picturesque
BouT 40 DeleGaTes attended the mIsa BC spring

alberni Valley and a dinner that few will forget.

Workshop in Port alberni to learn about Design

John singleton presented a spirited session on Friday morning that

Thinking. The Wednesday evening welcome recep-

covered off the risks of Design Thinking and the need to respect

tion was hosted at the nePTune oceanographic shore

other team members’ perspectives during the process. after lunch,

station that powers more than 800 kilometres of sea-bed cable and

delegates disbursed for extended Vancouver Island adventures in

six scientific nodes in a loop over the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate.

Tofino or to the ferry for the sunny ride across Georgia strait to

We were treated to a fascinating presentation on the technology of

the mainland.

underwater science and had a tour of the power backup and gen-

many thanks to Jeff Pelech and his Port alberni team for an
awesome workshop and stimulating after-hours activities!

erator rooms.
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❭❭Feature

GoInG
moBIle
ottawa takes its
enterprise asset
management
system into
the field
By Michelle Morra-Carlisle,
special to Municipal Interface

T

Wo years aGo, the City of ottawa’s environmental

The mobile deployment is happening in three phases. rather

services Department replaced its legacy ITX applica-

than make the change to all employees at once, it will start with

tion, which had been used to plan and manage mainten-

the smallest group of employees and work up to the largest. “all of

ance activities for water and linear infrastructure, with

the lessons we will have learned from the first two we can utilize

a new enterprise asset management (eam) system, IBm’s maximo

to prepare the third group,” explains ottawa’s strategic Initiatives

asset management. since it went live in march of 2013, more than

Project officer alana Blakely.

150,000 work orders have been created using the new system. now the

Phase 1 was the office-to-Field group. supervisors and staff

environmental services team is at a new phase of the project—adding

who normally work in the office were given ruggedized lap-

mobile solutions to make maximo accessible to crews and supervisors

tops, Panasonic Toughbooks, which could be mounted in their

out in the field.

vehicles and used out in the field. now, instead of having to call

until now, workers in the field filled out their work orders on paper

the office from the field or go back to the office for information,

and later brought them to the office, where data entry clerks typed

they can find what they need, including work order information,

the information into the system. all of that paper is being replaced by

online by accessing maps and other resources. “not only is it more

digital. once maximo is introduced to the field workers, that duplica-

efficient from a city operation point of view,” Blakely says, “it’s a

tion of effort will no longer be necessary.

more effective service for the client consumer.”
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Phase 2 was to work with people who already
had devices out in the field but were dissatisfied
with the outdated technology they were using.
The effort was to reassess their requirements
and deploy updated technology tools. and
Phase 3, the largest of the three deployments,
is currently in the planning stages for roll-out
in spring 2016 and involves all field workers

❭

Devices must be sustainable and supportable over the long term
because, once the project team moves on to another project,
operations must be able to maintain the solution and devices on
their own.

the utility sector, the project team consulted

operations must be able to maintain the solu-

people. These are workers who may have never

other departments within the city that had

tion and devices on their own. With so many

used a computer for work purposes, and who

already gone mobile and took note of lessons

devices to deploy, environmental services

will now transition from paper to digital.

learned. one lesson was, when selecting and

had to find a solution that was as simple and

in service areas, totalling approximately 200

soon employees in all three groups will be

piloting a device, to make sure it is corpor-

manageable as possible and fit within corpor-

directly accessing maximo to feed information

ately supported. although this limits the pool

ate standards of security and maintenance.

in and get information out. From the work

of devices from which to choose, it avoids a

another consideration was sustainability with

site they will have access to their ms office

future scenario of trying to maintain a device

the fleet. staff needed a device that could be

suite of applications (e-mail, ms Word,

that no one else in the City supports. another

shared amongst vehicles, even on different

excel, etc.), to the municipality’s remote

lesson was to avoid unnecessary steps in the

types of mounts because some—not all—

Traffic Information system (rTIs) and more.

technical process. one group at the munici-

mounts are interchangeable.

using their Toughbooks they will be able to

pality was using an intermediary solution,

dispatch work based on where they are at a

which pushes out work orders electronically

Change Management

given moment, without having to travel back

onto mobile devices in a different way than

Whenever employers implement new technol-

to the office.

the application itself. That intermediary step

ogy solutions, they are bound to encounter

was a complexity that environmental services

resistance. Change management is critical

Pre-deployment Research

wanted to avoid, preferring direct access to

for ensuring that everybody understands what

In the initial planning stage of the project,

the main application.

their new role will be, how things are changing

Kimberley Gunn-Brousseau, IT Business

and why, and the expected benefits. as Gunn-

Partner for the city’s environmental services

Other Considerations

Brousseau explains, “The success or failure

department, was intent on making informed

Going mobile can be a balancing act between

of an initiative this big and this important can

decisions based on the realities of the device

selecting devices that work well in the field

hinge on whether or not it’s accepted by the

users’ job tasks. she initiated on-site visits to

and ensuring they can be managed and

people you’re deploying it to.”

the field workers, to learn about their jobs, and

supported in future. People who are new to

environmental services put a lot of effort

to ask them what their ultimate digital solu-

mobility sometimes overlook the device man-

into its change management strategy, which

tion would look like if they could build one.

agement side of things, which can become

involved helping each individual group to

“We did ride-alongs with every single unit

very difficult and problematic if the group has

understand the technology it would receive.

several different types of devices.

The project team developed training, in the

that would be getting devices, to really solicit
their feedback,” Gunn-Brousseau says. “That

“If you have one-off types of devices, you

form of a day-in-the-life mock-up, to show

was very well received by the field workers,

need long-term care in the form of virus patch-

users how to apply the electronic functionality

who had never had someone spend a whole day

ing, scanning, connectivity, a whole host of

to their business process. all supervisors and

with them to ask questions about their jobs.”

sustainable maintenance items,” says IT

managers took customized courses in change
management and change resiliency.

The result of those ride-alongs was a mobil-

program manager richard munro. “It can

ity opportunity assessment that outlined

also hold you up when you’re trying to do

These measures, so far, seem to be paying

workers’ tasks and the applications they use

an upgrade if, say, you have four different

off. “at a grassroots level, when our team is

on their phones or other devices. It gave the

devices, three are fine but one is holding you

speaking with our clients,” Blakeley says, “our

department a much clearer view of the end

back,” he adds. “It is best to try to keep your

whole intention is to understand their needs

user’s needs and will make it easier to meet

mobile fleet as uniform as you can.”

and ensure we can collaboratively build a

Devices must be sustainable and support-

solution that, when we walk away, they will

as part of their comprehensive research

able over the long term because, once the

be happy with. I think that energy is there.

on best practices about mobile systems in

project team moves on to another project,

They get it.”

corporate requirements as well.
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❭❭Feature

saVInG CosTs,

ImProVInG
eFFICIenCy
The key is to look at processes and what fits those
processes most effectively
By Guillermo Ferrero, Sharon Winter & Debbie Scheibel

s

aVInG CosTs anD doing things

Insurance Claims Database

higher cost. Instead, the City decided to use

more efficiently has always been the

The City has been tracking claims using a

a module of an existing software used for

City of nanaimo’s mantra. shrinking

product developed in ms access. This product

other similar tracking functionality called

budgets and increased demand for

created a lot of challenges when it came to

Tempest Prospero.

service are forcing many municipalities to

upgrades, support and maintenance. Being ms

get creative, and the City of nanaimo is no

access-based, when a new version of office was

FOI Requests

exception. For the last several years, the City

released, the application was not immediately

FoI requests is another area where the City

has been trying to consolidate services by

compatible and required considerable effort

could have invested a lot of taxpayers’ dollars

maximizing the use of our existing business

from our support team. The company behind

into finding a solution that would allow us to

applications. many times this is easier said

the application’s upgrade cycle was slower than

track these requests.

than done, but with some creative thinking,

ours on many occasions, forcing our team to

The City has been using a range of products

we have been able to keep up with service

maintain an older version of office just for

to track FoI requests, starting with just a

demands and continue to do more with less.

this software. In addition, the vendor costs for

simple ms excel spreadsheet, to more sophis-

upgrades were high.

ticated methods such as a custom sharePoint

I would like to refer to two specific
examples when the City could have invested

other challenges were the way that access

list. none of these methods fully addressed

in “off-the-shelf” software that would have

handled documents attached to claims. They

the intrinsic security demands, confidentiality

provided 100 per cent of the functionally

were stored separately in network drives where

and privacy risks that a service of this type

needed. By thinking outside of the box and

they could be deleted or duplicated, creating a

requires. In order to properly meet legislated

leveraging our existing Tempest module

records management nightmare.

demands, the process was very manual, time

called Prospero (which is primarily used

our initial instinct could have been to

consuming and mostly paper based. other

for tracking permits and applications), we

find a vendor that would provide the City

challenges included request tracking, status

can provide 80 per cent of the functionality

with a pre-packaged or custom solution for

of requests and very limited (and manual)

needed to track City insurance claims as well

claims software. either of these choices

statistical information.

as Freedom of Information (FoI) requests at

would have given the City 100 per cent

similar to insurance claims, the perfect

no additional cost to the organization.

of the functionality needed but at a much

solution would have existed between a more
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business. leveraging what you have should
be the first rock you look under.

Tempest Prospero
Prospero is a Tempest Development Group
software module for managing permitting
and application workflows across various departments. Tempest is a B.C.-based
company that started by creating a land
management Business application for the
City of Chilliwack in 1993. nanaimo was
an early adopter of this technology that, to
this day, continues to provide great value to
our organization.
Prospero is highly customizable and is fully
integrated into our land management system,
which includes role-based security and controlled digital storage. although this module
is designed for a different primary purpose, it
provides great flexibility to track many other
business processes. In this case, insurance
claims and FoI requests. In addition, many
staff are already familiar with the Tempest
suite so training requirements are minimal
and it allows for easier cross-training and
staff coverage.
The City has taken Prospero several steps
further. Workflow management is the key
element of the system and ensures effective
tracking of the many steps required for claims
and FoI requests. In addition, Prospero compiles very detailed history of all aspects of the
workflow including tasks and events for future
reference and risk mitigation. It is also able
to easily attach documents to individual files
without the risk of them being accessed, modified or deleted by unauthorized individuals.
It was almost like having all the pieces
there, just waiting for creative ways to pull
them together. recently, legislative services
and Information systems were integrated into
one department, creating a lot of synergy
between them and synergy boosts creativity!
and the statement was made: “Why don’t we
use Prospero to do that?!”
expensive “off-the-shelf” software and a

cent of functionality without a proportional

custom-made application. This is a perfect

increase in value to the City.

How We Used Prospero

example of the 80/20 rule: it would have cost

Tempest Prospero came to the rescue and

“Prospero was a no-brainer,” says sharon

taxpayers a lot more to have that extra 20 per

is a great example of creative ways to do

Winter, records management Clerk,
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legislative services. “Going from paper to
electronic was legislative services’ priority as
was making the entire changeover as seamless,
cheap and easy as possible.”
Prospero made perfect economic and functional sense. The solution would not incur
additional licensing or maintenance fees. We
own the software and we are always looking for
innovative ways to use it.
The City of nanaimo’s team is lucky to
have what we call “Tempest experts.” Debbie
scheibel, Tempest Coordinator, has been with
the Prospero implementation team since 1997
and knows the ins and outs of the software very
well. Customizing the software, setting folders,
security and workflows are easily configurable
in the right hands.
We created two new categories in Prospero
to track claims and FoI requests. These fully
user-definable categories were configured to
provide a standardized workflow from when a
file was created to when it was closed or finalized. This provides a full “cradle to grave”
solution for these business needs.
here are few other advantages that using

applaud the City staff who indeed found a

easy document retention workflow,” sharon

“This new application allows for super, super

Tempest Prospero brought to table:

way to do more with less.”

mentions. “It used to take three to four months

• Using system dates to assist with records

to properly locate/review and destroy records.
With this new system, it is estimated to take
an average of two days.”

retention.
• Bring forward system – use tasks/folder dates
to track workflow

We always try to find ways to do more with
less; the key is to look at processes and what
fits them most effectively. It is often simpler to
look at that 100 per cent solution that would

Prospero is extremely customizable and

• Multiple canned reports uses a SQL data-

address all of the functionally required for

configurable, enabling us to optimize settings

base so in-house reports are easy to create

this types of application, but is it really

for each of the processes in the configuration.

• Has built-in query builder to create

worth the vast amount of capital for that extra

as mentioned before, one of the strong
points of using Tempest is that we could leverage the built-in detailed role security already

quick queries
• E-forms are integrated with MS Word for
automated letter/form generation

20 per cent?
something to think about next time you look
into new applications: look in-house, post the

in place to ensure privacy, confidentiality and

• Associate an unlimited number of

question in the mIsa Forum, talk to your

integrity of the data/documents. This item

user-definable people with a permit or

experts…you may find out that you already

application

have the tools in place and all you need to do

was key in the implementation as the type
of information stored in claims and FoIs is
extremely confidential.

• Track any related financial transactions.

is enable them.

●

leonard mcCabe, General manager,

another great functionality of using Prospero

The Tempest Development Group, Inc.,

Guillermo Ferrero is Director of IT and

is the flexibility to attach a wide variety of docu-

says, “Tempest is pleased to see that the

Legislative Services at the City of Nanaimo.

ment types to a single claim/request. all asso-

City of nanaimo continues to make innova-

guillermo.ferrero@nanaimo.ca; Sharon Winter

ciated documents are attached electronically

tive and creative use of one of our suite of

is Records Management Clerk at the City

and are only accessible through the application;

products. The City was a recent of winner

of Nanaimo.sharon.winter@nanaimo.ca;

therefore, they cannot be accidentally deleted

of Tempest’s Innovation award in 2013 for

Debbie Scheibel is Supervisor, Financial

or renamed without the necessary security and

another Thought leadership initiative based

Systems & Reporting at the City of Nanaimo.

audit controls.

on our product suite.” mcCabe adds, “We

debbie.scheibel@nanaimo.ca
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❭❭Feature

10

ConsIDeraTIons

For moVInG PuBlIC
seCTor orGanIzaTIons
To The ClouD
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I

n The Fall of 2014, the City of Port

without the fear of a disruption from key

Coquitlam went live on the public cloud

people changing roles.

with its erP solution. With the technology industry moving in this direction,

Efficient Integration

the City identified potential for cost savings,

We are often asked if integration is a problem.

increases in full service and support, and

Whether solutions are in the cloud or reside

greater access to delivery specialists beyond

on premise, it doesn’t make a difference; what

what we could resource internally, as key

matters is that your various software systems

cloud advantages.

talk to each other.

For the City, this is a big deal for many rea-

For example, Port Coquitlam has three

sons, not the least of which is that B.C. muni-

solutions in the cloud: a fixed asset program,

cipalities are bound by British Columbia’s

a community recreation system, and unit4

Freedom of Information and Protection of

Business World erP. Port Coquitlam’s data

Privacy act (FIPPa) to have all personal data

loaders enable automatic uploads from the

reside in Canada.

community recreation system into its unit4

When you decide to switch to the cloud,

erP. By having one system feed the other,

there are a few things to consider, including

time-consuming and error prone manual entry

technology, functionality, cost implications

is eliminated.

and in-house resources. my advice is to do

It is critical to ensure that all your key

your own due diligence and identify the avail-

solutions are cloud compatible and integrate

able solutions based specifically on predeter-

smoothly with one another.

mined points you are looking for.
Consider the following when evaluat-

Adequate Functionality

ing if moving to the cloud is right for your

Public sector organizations are in the business

municipal government.

of supplying services to their end users. With
the Internet of Things and ubiquitous digital

On-Premise versus the Cloud

connections, it doesn’t matter where your net-

The cloud is a different experience. With

work resides or how data processing takes

on-premise hosting and licensing, your inter-

place, or where the information gets stored.

nal resources are responsible for solution

There are no speed differentials between a

updates and patches, back up, security, the

cloud solution and an on-premise solution. In

integrity of the data, and how the data is

fact, we believe the network connectivity and

used within the organization. In the cloud,

reliability is higher in a cloud offering. our

you just focus on delivering service to your

erP solution includes online collaboration,

end users. everything else can be left in

mobile accessibility and other features that

the hands of your service providers, and

enable employees to work together, whether

you are freed up for other important work.

they are down the hall or down the street.

Instant updates and anywhere access are

how the City of
Port Coquitlam
evaluated erP
in the cloud
By Robin Wishart, Director
of Corporate Support, City of
Port Coquitlam

other cloud benefits.

Sufficient Privacy
Jurisdictions in British Columbia are legisla-

Available Resources

tively required to keep all personal informa-

Finding the right resources is a challenge in

tion in a Canadian data centre. That includes

today’s tech industry. With constant advances

employee and payroll data, as well as con-

taking place, most organizations (especially

stituents or taxpayer information. unit4 has

in public sector) can’t afford to recruit, hire,

a secure, Canadian data centre hosted by

train and maintain numerous specialized

IBm, enabling personal information on the

resources. By paying for cloud hosting and a

cloud. This is a new development available to

software as a service (saas) deployment, you

Canadian municipalities and we are pleased

are getting access to a high level of expertise,

to be an early adopter.
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With on-premise hosting and licensing, your internal resources are responsible for
solution updates and patches, back up, security, the integrity of the data, and how
the data is used within the organization. In the cloud, you just focus on delivering
service to your end users.

Strong Security

implementation plans with each upgrade. It’s

• Portability: Are you stuck with a cloud solu-

While we had quite a robust security solu-

also more cost effective in terms of IT support

tion, or can you repatriate your data without

tion in our on-premise deployment, we don’t

and cost.

expensive reprogramming and infrastruc-

have a team of security specialists that a

ture costs?

cloud provider like IBm can provide. They

Cost

can uphold incredibly high standards that we

Do a full cost analysis. In the long run,

would struggle to achieve due to cost.

cloud-based is often cheaper than on-premise

• Cost comparison: Include the cost of training, in-house IT resources and security.

our cloud provider can deliver a fully

solutions, especially once you factor in staff

Getting Cloud Buy-In

restored backup within hours. Plus, we

retention, the hard cost of upgrades, training

show the reasons and advantages of moving

can move our system from one data cen-

for tech staff and end users, and all the rest of

to the cloud. For example, if you can deliver

tre to another with minimal effort. If for

the pieces of the puzzle. Plus, cloud pricing is

the same (or even greater) functionality for

some unforeseen reason we have to move

becoming more affordable as time goes by with

less money, then you have a very compelling

back on premise, this can be done easily

a growing amount of choice and competition

argument for moving to a cloud solution.

as the environment is encapsulated in a

in the marketplace.

security always comes up in the conversa-

virtual machine.

tion, and few expect it to be an advantage, but

Strength of Your Business Case

you can illustrate how your data security will

Ease of Upgrades

look for the compelling numbers to develop

increase and still decrease your costs.

organic changes to our erP system are

your business case. Be sure to include:

smoothly implemented as they are released,

• The type of solution(s) you need

the components above. When spelled out

instead of disrupting our business with a

• Service providers that can meet your

with examples, it makes your decision mak-

big bang upgrade. new functionality is easily added, tested, and then rolled out to our
end users. These smaller and more frequent

requirements

Present your business case, highlighting

ing much clearer to all your stakeholders.

• Service providers’ maturity levels for running and working in the cloud

Whether you choose to migrate to the cloud
or maintain an on-premise solution, make

changes are typically easier to adapt to and

• Security measures: what’s involved, how

your decision based on solid research and

do not require a large scale training effort.

it works, disaster recovery, backups

the factors that are most important to your

This is much less stressful on our organization

and fail safes. ask for measurable and

own jurisdiction. With increased emphasis

than our past practices which involved large

guaranteed performance

on accountable decision making in the public
sector, evaluating these factors should give

Cost Savings

Enhanced Security

you a clear indication of what works for you
and your organization.

Portability

●

Robin Wishart is the Director of Corporate
Support for the City of Port Coquitlam.

Cloud Solution

He is currently responsible for municipal business functions including Bylaw
Services, Communications & Administrative

Disaster Recovery

Leverage Expertise
Organic Upgrades
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Services, Corporate Office and Information
Services. Robin is a firm believer in hiring
people who are smarter than he is and work
harder than he does.

❭❭Feature

DATA: The

QUIET FUEL
“all Pipes” is a standard, geographic information system (GIs)
database york region and the local municipalities use to get a
common picture of what’s underground.
By Hugh Williams

u

nDer sIDeWalKs, roaDs
and lawns lay a maze of pipes
of different sizes, material, direction, type and age that carry

water and wastewater. also unseen but for a
few, is the data describing this subterranean
transit system. These infrastructure data, once
problematic, have now become the system’s
“quiet fuel,” helping to enable growth and
improving understanding. It has been a deliberate and important transformation.
Water and wastewater are basic parts of
every urban municipality that few residents
think about until something breaks. They
are a critical component to any healthy
community. In The regional municipality
of york, the water/wastewater portfolio is
shared. york region handles the backbone, water supply and wastewater treatment; and nine municipalities (aurora, east
Gwillimbury, Georgina, King, markham,
newmarket, richmond hill, Vaughan and
Whitchurch-stouffville) bring the water
and wastewater to and from the door. each
owns its own pieces and is financially and
operationally responsible for their part of
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From a fiscal perspective, having “all Pipes” saves taxpayers money. Prior to the
database, the region and the municipalities kept independent data associated with
their water/wastewater infrastructure.

the infrastructure. It’s one big system, with

of sanitary sewer – that’s the distance from

and validate changes and additions to the

multiple owner-operators.

newmarket to Vancouver and back – and 109

infrastructure. estimates suggest all par-

supportive plans, policies and programs

pumping stations. The region’s water/waste-

ties invested close to $450,000 per year to

were put in place to help everyone work

water assets were estimated at $3.5 billion,

create seamless water/wastewater datasets

together in response to the inherent compli-

not including local collection and distribu-

for project-specific purposes.

cations and potential for duplication of effort.

tion systems. all these numbers are rising.

From a public service perspective, “all

That collaborative direction just got a big

From a health and safety perspective, the

Pipes” data help define accountability so, for

boost from the “all Pipes” database project

“all Pipes” database supports emergency

instance, repairs can get underway immedi-

launched at the end of 2014. “all Pipes” is a

management planning and response. The

ately by the appropriate party (or parties).

standard, geographic information system (GIs)

database helps engineers model the flow

having that complete view of the region’s

database york region and the local munici-

of water and efficiency of the system. For

water/wastewater system helps staff answer

palities’ planners, engineers, and operators

example, if a spill occurs and a contaminant

questions about service allocation, capacity

share and use to get a common picture and

is released, the data can be used for down-

for growth, billing, inflow and infiltration

understanding of what’s underground.

stream tracing and any affected residents and

assessment, health risks, environmental

With “all Pipes” available across the

businesses can be immediately notified. It

impact due to spills and more. “all Pipes”

region, water/wastewater decisions are faster

can support upstream tracing to find where

puts the region and its municipalities in a

and more collaborative. Pipe ownership and

the contamination originated and identify

much better position to be able to antici-

characteristics are clear. operations are more

what valve/main should be closed.

pate and plan for future requirements, with

easily streamlined and integrated. each party

From an environmental perspective, the

is in alignment and can therefore more quickly

data supports wellhead protection plan-

Contractors and others have a single

and confidently respond when, for instance,

ning and visualization, which is particu-

trusted source, rather than needing to send

there’s a leak to be fixed or there’s a new

larly important in protecting groundwater

requests to multiple places in the region

assembly plant or subdivision to be approved.

recharge zones. as well, york region strad-

and the local municipality(s) and their

no surprises.

dles two watersheds. streams and rivers

departments. This saves them time and

Water and Wastewater
in York Region

in the north drain into the lake simcoe

effort compiling, checking and confirming

watershed; while in the south, they drain

information.

york region is one of the fastest growing com-

into lake ontario. Provincial law and the

The “all Pipes” data are the best data

munities in Canada. Its population exceeded

Great lakes Charter agreement, however,

available. The benefits are significant and

1,145,000 residents in 2014 and is expected

ban new or increased transfers of drinking

have only just begun to be realized.

to surpass 1.8 million residents to 2051. add

water from one Great lakes watershed to

to the burgeoning business community and

another. “all Pipes” helps staff account for

Building “All Pipes”

other water-based demands, and the need for

this when planning new water/wastewater

Getting a starting point for this integrated

a robust water/wastewater system is clear. The

infrastructure.

database required the collaboration of 10

region’s 2009 Water and Wastewater master

From a fiscal perspective, having “all

municipal partners. a regional report in

Plan estimates the capital investment required

Pipes” saves taxpayers money. Prior to the

august 2012 detailed the “readiness to

for these projects will be almost $5 billion

database, the region and the municipalities

share” of each partner along with their GIs

by 2031.

kept independent data associated with their

data and technology. For each municipality,

as of February 2015, the region and the

water/wastewater infrastructure. Between

their readiness to share was based on:

local municipalities were maintaining 4,089

2005 and 2011, the region spent close to

a) Data standards, availability and qual-

kilometres of water mains, 3,446 kilometres

$500,000 on data integration to update

ity (e.g., was data collected to a usable
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standard; what attributes did these tabular
and spatial data have?)
b) Data management and maintenance (e.g.,
was data being regularly updated; how was
that process implemented?)
c) Technology and infrastructure (e.g., what
mapping format was used; what IT infrastructure existed; how was data collected;
what data management practices were
in place?)
d) organizational capacity (e.g., what staffing
and GIs expertise were available?)
e) The report identified a starting point for
each local municipality and its involvement in the collaboration project. It identified critical success factors, such as:
• Ensuring senior management agreement, financing and resourcing
• Developing new standards and business processes so the database would
be maintained when new data are collected; this “maintain at source” principle means the organization doing
the work and collecting the data does
so in a way the data can be used for
everyone’s benefit
• Getting agreement on salient information - the report recognized each
municipality had unique water/wastewater pipes data specific to their own
planning and operational requirements;
however, the “all Pipes” database
wouldn’t need to include everything
but would capture enough to support
the needs of users

york region employee Jonathan Baugh using the all Pipes mobile app in the field.

• Working within the existing committee
and organizational structures wherever

municipalities, two school boards and two

than 80 data layers, along with tools and

possible, not adding to workload

conservation authorities. It has moved to

technologies to use the data. The partnership

• Enabling anywhere, anytime access

collaborating on business data with the goal

also shares its web mapping technology and

with a mobile device but without affect-

to create a spatial data infrastructure for the

frequently hosts training sessions for pro-

ing the municipalities’ existing system

region along with the tools and capacity

gram and technical staff. The water/waste-

to use it. This requires significant invest-

water infrastructure, like the region itself,

It’s Not Really a Technology Story…

ment, so it makes sense for publicly funded

is poised for significant growth. With “all

“all Pipes” is largely the product of a culture

organizations to create other shareable data

Pipes” data – its “quiet fuel” – that growth

of partnership.

like the road network, address ranges, real

will be clear, correct and collaborative. ●

The region’s history of data collaboration began 20 years ago with its GIs group,

property boundaries, orthophoto imagery
and environmental information.

through the yorkInfo Partnership. The

The yorkInfo Partnership continues to

partnership includes the region’s nine

grow and it now supports the sharing of more

Hugh Williams lives in Toronto and has been
working on the leading edge of IT/GIS for
over 20 years.
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❭❭Feature

IF you BUILD IT,
They WIll Come
annual Conference offers opportunities to reconnect
with IT Industry vendors and municipal peers
By Linda Hunter

a

was clear that it was possible to create an

the shipyards became

future. This september, with

environment that builds on mIsa’s tradition

a defining aspect of

all three in mind, the City and District of

of hosting events that bring peers together in

the city’s identity and,

north Vancouver will come together to

a collaborative learning environment.”

today, are recognized

GreaT BuIlD is based on

to join forces. “after reviewing the facili-

closing its doors in

a strong foundation, a sturdy

ties that north Vancouver had to offer, it

1992. over the years,

framework, and a vision of the

construct BUILD IT, the annual mIsa BC
Fall Conference.

lower lonsdale’s historic waterfront

as a Primary heritage

neighbourhood, including The shipyards and

site in the City of

a long history of collaboration led the

The Pinnacle hotel at the Pier, are the host

north

District of north Vancouver and the City

venues this year, providing stunning moun-

heritage Inventory.

of north Vancouver to team up to share the

tain and waterfront views, along with a sense

For most of the twen-

workload and the benefits of hosting, this

of history and easy access to nature. The

tieth century, the location of this year’s

time around on Vancouver’s picturesque north

shipyards (cnv.org/Parks-recreation-and-

conference at the foot of north Vancouver’s

shore. BuIlD IT Foremen and Chairs, Chris

Culture/City-Waterfront/The-shipyards) first

lonsdale avenue housed the largest shipyard

mcluckie (District) and Kristin Wilkes (City)

opened as Wallace shipyards in 1906 and

in Western Canada, launching over 450 ships

currently sit on the mIsa BC executive board,

grew into one of the most impressive indus-

from the site and helping to shape the history

so it made sense for the two municipalities

trial operations in western Canada before

of Canada’s West Coast.
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Vancouver

a new perspective to what the government of
the future should look like—and why we need
to start these changes now.
Charles montgomery is an urban experimentalist and award-winning author of Happy City.
his work uses insights in happiness science to
drive high-profile experiments that help citizens
transform their relationships with each other
and their cities. he developed the successful
“home for the Games Initiative” used during
the Vancouver 2010 olympics and he is currently working with the museum of Vancouver.
Keynotes will lead into days filled with
municipal showcase presentations, speaking
sessions designed to engage and inspire, and
The Pinnacle hotel at the Pier (pinnaclepierhotel.com) will offer up urban com-

areas of Information services (Infrastructure,

connections with industry professionals and

applications and GIs).”

providers at the Trade show; where attendees

fort to many of the more than 300 mIsa

more firsts: this year mIsa BC will offer

can network with vendors and check out the

BC guests along with hosting the main

“day passes” that will allow staff the option to

Conference Program, Keynote addresses,

attend the day most applicable to them; BuIlD

With the build basics in place, the finishing

speaking sessions, and municipal showcase.

IT will begin on a monday rather than the usual

touches for this year’s conference will include

The historical Pipe Shop, located in the adja-

Tuesday; and the conference will run over four

a host of social opportunities for networking,

cent shipyard Building, will house what has

full days rather than the traditional three and

meeting new colleagues, and reminiscing with

traditionally been a sold-out Trade show. The

half. as well as the newest additions, Chris and

old friends. These include the annual shotgun

interior of the unique space of the Pipe shop

Kristin are striving towards having strong con-

golf tournament, this year held at seymour Golf

was built at Burrard Dry Dock in the 1940s.

tent: a mix of management materials and tech-

& Country Club, and two pre-conference tours

Pipe fitters laid out an extensive array of pip-

nical materials; engaging municipal showcase

designed to introduce the number one and two

ing systems that included fire lines, sanitary

presentations; and outstanding learning/speak-

tourist attractions on the north shore, as well

systems, hot and cold water, pumping and

ing spots. Truly something for everyone.

as a taste of the amazing history of the area.

latest in industry products and services.

flooding, ballast, fuel, air and steam lines,

Three mornings of opening Keynotes will

evenings will include delicious cuisine along

and heating and cooling systems for new

highlight the topic of each day; each one is

with a host of local musical talent and per-

ships. ship repair and yard maintenance

specific to either Infrastructure - BuIlD

formers; a Welcome reception at the Pinnacle

divisions also worked out of the Pipe shop,

the Foundation, applications - BuIlD the

hotel; a casual and entertaining dinner event at

long before its newest design, that of the 2015

Framework, and GIS - BuIlD the Future.

the newest Tap & Barrel restaurant located in

Fall Conference Trade show.

leonard Brody has been called “a con-

shipyard square; and a post-build celebration.

as expected by those who attend yearly, the

troversial leader of the new world order.” a

looking back on the past and with an eye

Program agenda is dynamic and engaging,

highly respected entrepreneur, venture cap-

to the future, september 14th through to the

designed to showcase the latest industry infor-

italist, bestselling author and two-time emmy-

17th in north Vancouver promises to meet and

mation; best practices and current trends;

nominated media visionary, he is the co-founder

exceed expectations, providing an engaging

asking vital questions; and opening important

of nowPublic.com. he is also the president

and enlightening conference, with the per-

conversations. The 2015 build also includes

of the Clarity Digital Group, and acts as an

fect blend of speakers, sessions, and network-

a number of renovations; this is the first

advisor to venture-capital funds worldwide.

ing opportunities. Don’t miss this chance to

time in the more than 20 years of hosting

David eaves (applications) is an open

meet and reconnect with IT Industry vend-

fall conferences, that it will take place in the

innovation expert, and as far as technology

ors and municipal peers, this september on
Vancouver’s north shore.

metro Vancouver area. as well, the Program

and transparency go, he knows how to open

schedule has “been tailored to take advan-

up the conversation. In our new information

Registration is now open at http://

tage of a number of Information services staff

economy, information that which was previ-

conference2015.misa.bc.ca. Conference

located in this region, separated into three full

ously restricted is quickly becoming public,

Chairs, Chris mcluckie or Kristin Wilkes may

days of programming, it will cater to the major

and in his mind-opening talk, David brings

be reached at conference@misa.bc.ca. ●
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❭❭Column
munICIPal
neWs aCross
CanaDa
Surrey in final round of
competition for 2015 Intelligent
Community of the Year Award
surrey is in competition to be named the 2015 Intelligent
Community of the year after being selected as one of the Top 7
finalists by new york-based think tank the Intelligent Community
Forum (ICF).

Play, Eat, & Stay - Grey County
Launches New Tourism Website

as part of the final round of evaluations, a two-day site visit

Grey County is proud to announce the launch of a brand new

from ICF co-founder robert Bell commenced on april 9 at surrey

tourism website at VisitGrey.ca that highlights the very best of what

City hall. In his keynote address, mr. Bell shared his global

the county has to offer visitors and residents alike.

perspective on how communities use digital technologies to build

The all new site is filled with stunning photography and features

prosperous economies, solve social problems and enrich local

the activities, places, and events that put Grey County on the map.

cultures.

It also offers travel stories, social media feeds, access to resources

“The fact that surrey has made it to the final round of the
Top 7 Cities is a validation that what we are doing is making a

including suggested tours, brochures and newsletters, and employs
easy-to-use google mapping.

positive difference in the people who live and work in our City,”

The “Play, eat, stay, unique to Grey” navigation format was

says mayor linda hepner. “Whether it’s in our efforts to bring

determined by extensive user testing and ensures that visitors to the

about the best and most advanced ideas or how we can better

site find exactly what they are looking for easily. user testing was key

engage and interact with our citizens, what we have in surrey is a

in creating targeted content that is of most interest to visitors including

phenomenal group of people working together to shape a positive

seasonal activities, family fun, communities, and suggestions for

vision of the future for our City.

adventure, culture and relaxation themed experiences. a powerful

out of more than 300 nominations, surrey is the lone Canadian

internal customer-focused system guarantees that people will find

city in the Top 7 list and is now in contention for the prestigious

the content most relevant to their interests as they browse the site.

designation of “Intelligent Community of the year.” The other

The new VisitGrey.ca was the first website designed by Grey

six cities and towns on the list include three communities from

County’s IT department using an open source platform and is

the united states, and one from Taiwan, australia and Brazil

compatible with most tablets and smartphones. residents can help

respectively.

promote tourism in Grey County by following @GreyTourism on

one community will be chosen in June to succeed last year’s
winner, Toronto, as the 2015 Intelligent Community of the year.
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Twitter, liking Grey County Tourism on Facebook and sharing news
of the new website with friends and family.
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Alberta - Mobile Apps Enable Municipal Services
municipalities across alberta are creating interactive mobile apps to provide information and

garbage collection dates, weekly pick-up
reminders, and more;

services to their community quickly and easily.

• The Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo’s

The growth of mobile apps has been explosive over

Pulse: Wood Buffalo Pingstreet app that

the last decade. as smart phones and tablets have

provides real time municipal information on

become a staple in our society, apps have become

garbage and recycling, road closures, and

a go-to source for information and entertainment.
The widespread prevalence of their use means
that they are an excellent way for municipalities
to engage their residents.
some examples of alberta municipalities
embracing mobile apps include:
• The City of Edmonton Rec Centres app that
helps people discover, schedule, and track
recreation activities;

a forum for community members to provide
ideas; and,
• The Town of Didsbury’s Community Smartphone
app with a built-in emergency alert system, live
content from the municipal website, and access
to local notices, events, maps, a business directory, and contact information.
mobile apps are just one example of ways

• The City of Calgary Pets app that provides infor-

municipalities can interact with their community

mation about pet licensing, nearby off-leash

using new technology. For more information about

areas, and ways to find lost pets;

citizen engagement, check out auma’s Citizen

• The Town of Beaumont’s Keep It Green
Beaumont app that gives instant access to

engagement Toolkit including the new social
media resource Guide. www.auma.ca

●

“ An excellent course for individuals wanting to understand
and practice the skills required to strategically align
information technology with the business.”

Transforming IT Professionals into Business Leaders

Sabina Visser, General Manager, Information Technology,
City of Lethbridge

Become a leader in technology transformation and earn a place at the strategic core of your municipality.

Move from Learning to Leadership

Emerging IT Leader Program

Leaders Beyond education programs enable IT professionals to
become leaders armed with critical real-world skills and expertise,
along with the ability to understand, interpret and respond to the
technology challenges and opportunities of today’s municipalities.

Aspiring IT leaders gain knowledge and skills to step up to a
management role.

Contact us for details on all the upcoming Leaders Beyond programs:

An intensive 5-day program, delivered by an outstanding faculty of
real-world experts:

IT Executive Leader Program

Learn to identify opportunities and build convincing plans to
address them

Advanced IT Executive Effectiveness Program

Gain practical management skills to take a leadership role in IT

Custom programs for IT or business leadership

Develop a collaborative approach for both IT and business
environments

For details, dates and locations please visit
www.LeadersBeyond.com

Learn to move challenges and opportunities into successful outcomes

www.LeadersBeyond.com info@leadersbeyond.com (416) 572-7745

735935_Leaders.indd 1

Special rates for MISA members!
Simply check the MISA box when you register at
www.LeadersBeyond.com
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❭❭RIM-Q Report
la muTualIsaTIon :
une nouVelle Forme
De CollaBoraTIon
mutualisation: a new form of collaboration
et des travailleurs. les connaissances deviennent transversales. les
solutions, qu’elles soient matérielles ou immatérielles, pullulent de
partout. le grand défi devient alors leur intégration dans un monde
du travail en profonde mutation. C’est dans ce challenge que le rôle
des TI prend tout son sens et sa valeur.
une myriade de solutions apparaît sur le marché, plus particulièrement dans le nuage. Ces offres sont alors très facilement accessibles
pour les travailleurs. Quelques recherches sur le Web, quelques clics
et voilà la solution est téléchargée ! C’est ce qu’on appelle le “shadow
IT”. la prise en charge de nos informations s’envole vers le nuage
sans que les spécialistes TI soient dans le coup, surtout s’ils sont
trop occupés à gérer les solutions en place telles que le courriel, la

By Yves Seney, MAP, PMP
Président
Réseau de l’informatique municipal du
Québec (RIM-Q)

bureautique, les PGI, les implantations, les mises à jour et mises

l

travailler conjointement à l’atteinte des objectifs de l’organisation

à niveau de l’infrastructure et autres actifs de nos organisations.
les spécialistes TI doivent donc se concentrer à bâtir un partenariat fort avec ses clientèles, répondre rapidement à leur besoin,

es ChanGemenTs eFFrénés des technologies de

et mettre en commun ce nouvel espace numérique. Pour y arriver,

l’information (TI), l’ascension fulgurante du numérique

des choix déterminants devront se faire. les contraintes budgétaires

dans nos organisations et les ressources de plus en plus

auxquelles font face les villes forcent les ressources en TI à faire

limitées dont nous disposons nous incitent à faire preuve

plus avec moins. Ce n’est pas une formule nouvelle toutefois il faut

de créativité. Il faut revoir nos modes de fonctionnement et met-

se servir du marché pour augmenter nos capacités et notre résili-

tre en avant plan la collaboration et le partage comme vecteur de

ence. Il faut donc déterminer la chaîne des valeurs qu’on retrouve

transformation et d’innovation.

dans les activités TI, déléguer à des tiers les activités qui génèrent

la mutualisation devient donc une avenue à explorer. Dans

moins de valeur et se concentrer sur celles qui en produisent le plus.

notre contexte, la mutualisation c’est le concept par lequel nous

Plusieurs experts partagent le fait que plus les activités TI se

mettons en commun les ressources TI et numérique pour un usage

rapprochent des domaines d’affaires appelés aussi « métiers », plus

collectif. C’est aussi une compréhension mutuelle des besoins, des

la valeur TI augmente parce qu’on s’approche relativement de la

enjeux, des objectifs partagés entre les ressources TI et les métiers.

mission et des objectifs de l’organisation.

Cette nouvelle dynamique évolue progressivement par la place

la mutualisation devient donc un moyen à privilégier par les par-

qu’occupent les TI et le numérique dans toutes les sphères de la vie

ties prenantes pour adresser cette nouvelle dynamique et capitaliser

et du travail. Ce nouvel espace stimulant améliore la vie des citoyens

sur les activités ayant le plus de valeur.
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❭❭Feature

loCal GoVernmenT
Plays CaTCh-uP In ToDay’s

ConneCTeD soCIeTy

By Ashley Fruechting, Director of Strategic Partnerships, Vision Internet

a

s CanaDIans BeCome entrenched in an ever-more
connected society, local governments are challenged to
keep pace with citizens’ desire for instant access to information and services on any device.

The good news is that local government IT and communications

professionals are keenly aware of their responsibility to keep up with
this new technology, according to the results of a north americawide survey commissioned by Vision Internet and released earlier
this year.
“It’s time for local government to communicate with their constituents
using the same modes of communication the public uses,” said one
survey participant.
“using old thinking not only makes it difficult for users who are
accustomed to new technology, but it strips a city resource away that
is invaluable in our attempt to engage citizens and attract businesses,”
warned another.
more than 330 government leaders, representing cities and counties
with populations ranging from less than 10,000 to more than one million, gauged the current state of digital communications and projected
future trends in the December 2014 online survey.

lethbridge County’s new “mobile-ready” website, www.lethcounty.ca, now
allows visitors to easily navigate the site, no matter what devices they use.

“mobilized,” more than a third (35.4 per cent) plan to invest in mobile
government services this year.

highlights of the study findings include:
• More than 94 per cent of those surveyed believe local governments
have the responsibility to keep pace with new technology.

local government leaders have learned that the benefits of a digital
communications infrastructure are never more apparent than when

• More than three quarters (77 per cent) view their agency website

natural disaster strikes. This has placed the use of digital communi-

as “essential” to their overall communications and public service

cations for disaster recovery and continuity of operations high on the

strategy.

planning list of local government agencies across north america.

• Social media and content management systems (CMS) topped the
list technology investments planned for 2015.

nearly three quarters (71 per cent) of survey respondents deemed
“disaster recovery/continuity of operations” to be “essential” to their

at a time when Pew research reports that more than 90 per cent

agency, with another 22 per cent rating it “important,” underscoring

of adults in north america own a mobile phone and 63 per cent of

the vital role website and mobile technology can play in communicat-

them use it to access the Internet, less than half (49 per cent) of survey

ing with the public during times of crisis.

respondents said their agency currently provides citizen-facing services

lethbridge County, in southern alberta, began revamping its website

using mobile devices. among those communities that are not yet fully

not long after severe flooding in the Calgary area made them keenly aware
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that a mobile site would help them communi-

page with online forms to report issues related

predicted a significant shift by 2020, with

cate more effectively in the event of another

to public works, agriculture services, utilities

78 per cent anticipating that agency websites

emergency. Its new “mobile-ready” website,

and animal control.

will be the most “highly effective” communi-

www.lethcounty.ca, now allows visitors to eas-

asking respondents to compare the effect-

cations channel, followed by social media

ily navigate the site, no matter what devices

iveness of today’s communications channels

(63 per cent), email (50 per cent), sms/Text

they use. The County now can push informa-

with what they think it will be in 2020 revealed

(37 per cent) and press releases (29 per cent).

tion out via Facebook and Twitter, and acti-

an interesting shift. at the end of 2014, email

linking social media platforms back to

vate an emergency homepage banner to bring

ranked as the most “highly effective” form of

municipal websites for more detailed infor-

additional attention to an alert. moreover, the

communications (49 per cent), followed by

mation is also an important communications

lethbridge County homepage has a quick link

agency websites (34 per cent), social media

strategy for local government. Thankfully,

to an emergency Contacts section as well as

(29 per cent), press releases (25 per cent)

today’s advanced content management systems

a “report a Problem” button, which links to a

and sms/Text (12 per cent). respondents

easily facilitate these links, creating important synergies across a multitude of channels.
Predictions that by 2020, 50 billion things
will be connected to the Internet and talk to
each other, resonated with an overwhelming
majority of survey respondents. In a forwardthinking survey question, 94 per cent of
respondents said they believe local governments have the responsibility to embrace
the “Internet of Things” (IoT). This question
generated the largest number of write-in comments, including this from a survey participant
in the yukon, who noted: “We deliver services
to citizens. That is our mandate. We must do
this as effectively and efficiently as possible
through the mediums our citizens expect.
IoT will simply be another technology to be

Harness the insight and experience of 30,000+ IT professionals at Info-Tech
Research Group. We turn best practices research into action – with stepby-step blueprints to tackle your key projects and build core IT processes.

embraced for service delivery.”
municipal websites, social media, mobile
government and other digital communications tools are helping municipal and prov-

»Make decisions based on data
driven research, not instinct
»Proactively manage stakeholders
with CIO Business Vision

»Get inside your CEO’s head
with CEO-CIO Alignment

incial governments become more effective,
serve. These new technologies may well be the

» Gauge app effectiveness with App.
Portfolio Assessment

»Optimize your spend on
software licensing
»Evaluate vendors

expressed that over the last few decades gov-

efficient and transparent for the people they
answer to the concern one survey participant
ernment appears to have lost touch with the
service-to-citizen relationship.

Join today at www.infotech.com
Sabina Visser,

General Manager
Information Technology
City of Lethbridge

“

“It is rare to hear the term ‘civil servant,’
which should not be the case,” said this survey

Our IT Department has worked with Info-Tech for a number
of years. Their high calibre consultants have helped our
organization move IT initiatives forward by providing a
breadth of knowledge both in the relevant industry and
experiences with other organizations. It’s a great partnership.

”

participant. “Government workers need to
reestablish their identity as essential service
providers for the entire community, not just
sub-populations.”
In the words of another survey respondent: “I believe this digital transformation is a
game-changing enabler that can enhance the
Continued on page 38
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❭❭Feature

The arT oF IT
mIsa Prairies 10th annual Conference Gets Creative in Banff

By Jorry Johnston, special to Municipal Interface

m

Isa PraIrIes’ Is a conference that, even if you could,
you really wouldn’t want to
skype in to. as a trade-show

vendor promoting the latest and greatest in
video-conferencing would likely have acknowledged: as convenient as the technology can
be, sometimes, even in this increasingly interconnected digital world, there’s no substitute
for actually being there.

1

you can’t, for example, truly appreciate the
“largest arts and creativity incubator on the
planet,” the Banff Centre, without living and
working there for a few days. you can’t look
a new buddy in the eye and chase down the
mountain with him a few hours later on the
heels of a “bear eating an elk carcass” rumour
making its way through the animals-rulethis-place complex. you can’t shake hands

2

with a keynote speaker the night before his
big gig (or be mistaken for him later on in the
food line). you can’t form a memory of having
enjoyed yourself, having met a bunch of very
nice people, and having learned something
that might make your days back in the office
a little easier, more effective, more productive
and, perhaps, if you’ve made a peer connection
or two, a little less lonely.
For those lucky and wise enough to have
been there, proud mIsa Prairies became
majestic mIsa mountains for another magical
three days of annual conference activities in
late may. Three days of unceasing pre-summer
sunshine amid the 140-million-year-old
mountains, and enough built-in recreational
time to enjoy it. Three days of unparalleled
networking, shop talking, idea sharing, deal

3
1. mIsa Prairies Conference Committee, made up of members from various member communities
across alberta and saskatchewan, deserves congratulations for another successful event under
the leadership of conference chair natalia madden
2. Conferencegoers and vendors enjoy networking and refreshments on the trade show floor
3. members from mIsa Prairies, mIsa ontario and mIsa atlantic take their round-table discussion out of doors
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making, commiserating, and acquaintance-

across the valley to a green sea of nearer and

“and I hope that has inspired your meeting.”

making. and three days of inspiring plenary

more distant treetops rising up the slopes of

Indeed, it did. Testament to the dedication,

and workshop presentations, replete with an

sanson Peak and sulphur mountain forming

drive, and capabilities of the conference

array of well-received a/V glitches that only

nature’s skyline, all of it grandly beckoning

organizers and the quality of the program:

an IT crowd could fully appreciate the irony of

through the window of Conference room

the venue complemented but never seemed

(“We just assume everything is plugged in.”)

103, none of it having anything to do with

to overshadow the agenda.

It was, in the words of then new mIsa

the art of IT.

The People

Prairies President, regina’s steve Jeffery,

Tough luck for the vista-facing speakers

three days of a “proud prairie tradition of a

trying to stay on message when the blinds

The camaraderie and shared sense of experi-

diverse group of IT professionals from the

are opened, one supposes. But the conference

ence and purpose among mIsa Prairies

public sector and the vendor community com-

delegates have their backs to it and, when

Conference delegates ran deep enough that

ing together to get things done.”

they need to be, couldn’t be more attentive

the event might just as well have been held

in pursuit of an improved knowledge of their

almost anywhere. When the commonality of

The Venue

craft. “We’re blessed to be located here in

purpose is there, when there is a mutual desire

The floor-to-ceiling windows look out onto

Banff national Park,” said Jim olver, Director,

and incentive to collaborate, connections will

the Centre’s outdoor amphitheatre, then

Customer services for The Banff Centre,

be made whatever the surroundings.

The Art of Excellence:
MyAirdrie Wins Municipal
Showcase 2015
The City of airdrie launched a new
online services portal where citizens can
access a wide variety of services such as
applying for licenses and paying bills, all
from one unified login. Derek antosh and
Jesse Burton, City of airdrie, entertained
the crowd with a couple of comedy-club
worthy customer-service skits designed to
highlight the inconveniences and pitfalls

1

of tight schedules and in-person encounters, and the advantages of online delivery. rosaline Wood, airdrie’s IT Project
manager, then spoke to “leveraging
what we had to improve the customer
experience.” Customers had often been
bounced between buildings and service
desks previously. “aligning the in-person
and online experiences was crucial to
the project’s success,” rosaline pointed
out. since the service was launched on
December 1, 2014 almost 35 per cent
of airdrie’s residential dwellings have
myairdrie accounts and, all told, the

2

for staff. airdrie won this year’s coveted

1. mIsa Prairies delegates gathered for keynote presentations

trophy with 46.9 per cent of the delegate

2. sessions at mIsa Prairies annual Conference attracted municipal IT professionals from across

vote, with all entries being lauded for the

Canada
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service equates to 65 days of saved time
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excellent quality of their work.

1

2
1. mIsa Prairies annual Conference Trade show brings the latest technology to municipal IT professionals
2. lookout at surprise Point attracted mIsa members

Interaction can be tough and scary for

best practices. “I have no peers in my office,

said mIsa President sabina Visser, about

some, perhaps most, and that’s what the pre-

no one to troubleshoot a technical challenge

an hour-and-a-half before she handed the

selected table topics were about. and there

with,” says one small-town delegate. “But I’ve

mantle of leadership to steve Jeffrey at the

were quiet moments. But the effort and, if

made connections here that I’ve drawn on ever

annual general meeting. “a big part of that

you needed it, the courage, to speak up and

since.” The sentiment is echoed by people from

has been the welcoming nature of the mIsa

interact (“I’m a geek; I’m shy”) rarely went

points as far apart as Bonneyville and lac

executive and membership. When you think

unacknowledged or unrewarded.

la Biche, lethbridge and Fort saskatchewan,

about the fact that we’re here to serve our

seat yourself randomly at a different table

leduc and mountain View counties, Colorado

communities, and that there can be countless

over two days and ask your table mates—iden-

and B.C.’s lower mainland. With mIsa as

paths toward achieving a goal, being able to

tified most prominently on their lanyards by

crucial facilitator, this conference brings people

connect with your colleagues helps you make

their first names—what they think of the mIsa

together and helps them communicate and col-

the best choices.”

Conference and the mIsa world, and you’ll get

laborate long after the elk bones turn to dust

a variety of answers. But the anecdotal major-

and the bear returns to the woods.

Presentations and Sessions

ity zero in on the opportunity and the value of

“mIsa, for me, has been one of the

While a physical presence befits the venue

networking and the discovery and sharing of

most pivotal organizations in my career,”

and intensifies the mingling, the methods
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of formal learning have been undeniably
revolutionized—if there is a webinar, a distance learning or teleconferencing option, or
a youTube video, you often don’t need to be
there. still, it can be a process not always
perfected and an experience less memorable, more fleeting, more impersonal than

The Art of the Exhibition
We gained some significant new business—helping our customers on some big problems—with a couple of towns and counties based on our first year of attendance at the mIsa
annual Conference [2014]. We’ve booked some new meetings this time around and we’re
looking forward to another great year.”
—oscar Turingan, Director, Business Development, southern alberta, scalar Decisions

more old-fashioned ways. “I think there’s
something you can take away from each

After asserting that failure had been a

“It’s allowed us to engage better with our resi-

session,” adds adam Gorecki, a first-time

big part of his success and in response

dents and brought us closer to them through

delegate from mountain View County, “the

to a question about how public sector

technology. It’s opened it up into a two-way

little things, sometimes, that you can apply

IT professionals can fail without losing

conversation for everyone.”

to your own IT world.”

their jobs

Points from keynote speaker Hugh

among those “little things” were:

“What you’re talking about is more an organ-

Culver

Thoughts from keynote speaker

izational predisposition towards punishing

On multitasking

Jesse Brown

failure and locating where the buck stops and

“We have a hard time focusing on just one

On the power of IT

who’s to blame. so I think the blame culture

thing at a time, and I believe there’s a cost

“The values of technologists are having an

within organizations and institutions is some-

to that.”

incredible influence on the world—on art,

thing that needs to be fixed.”

On boundaries

on culture, on society.”

Reflections from session co-leader and

“all leaders need to find a way to be stra-

On the job market for young people

Manager, Strategic Communications,

tegically unavailable throughout the day. The

“you’re going to have many employers if you’re

Regional Municipality of Wood

idea of an open-door policy is stupid…. Don’t

a young person in this job market, but you

Buffalo, Megan Steiestol on The Pulse,

design your day around anomalies, design

only have one reputation and that has to carry

Wood Buffalo’s PingStreet smart

your day around effectiveness.”

with you.”

phone app

On not burning out
“Willpower is conserved by making fewer
decisions.”
Remarks from session leader, Marc
Coyle, Manager of Information Systems,
City of Belleville
On motivation
“IT is like a pet of my municipality. We’re not
at the same level as… those one-hundred year
old jobs that have authority the moment they
walk into the room…. Which is fine, because
we’re always pushing up.”
On what matters in any community
“The most important thing is to understand
people in what just happens to be a technologybased environment. Get yourself thinking
about people and only people.”
all in all another fantastic, “sociable!”,
and thoroughly edifying event that, itself a
remarkable work of art in its organization,
rewarded attendance. Be sure to sign up again
or to repair your non-registration error, when
mIsa annual Conference returns in april

Conference attendees enjoying the fine weather and beautiful scenery of a spring day in Banff
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2016 to a new, but no less inspiring, venue
in Kananaskis Country, alberta.

●
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Think forward. Think 365.

Learn more at think365.com

About ThinkTel
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being the first to be SIP-certified for Skype for Business unified communications solution.
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SIP Trunking delivers real cost savings

By switching to a customized SIP Trunking conguration, a
company with 400 employees in 10 cities (40 employees per
site) will experience a 36% reduction in telecom costs: a savings
of over $10,000 per month!

Contact us for
additional information
1.866.928.4665
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